
Tech Tip-019 
Masking Tapes & Techniques. 

Dedicated to the dissemination of detailed model building methods and techniques. 

Materials and methods presented here are not intended as the best or only solutions to the modeling challenge(s) 

discussed, rather as methods and procedures which have a proven record of success in actual use.  Please keep 

experimenting with new materials and techniques as this is the only way to expand the fields of knowledge.    

Written by:  John E. McCoy Sr. NAR-15731 – August 16, 2012, Rev. 04-15-2016 

 

     “Oh how I dislike the time it takes to paint multi-color models.”  How often have we all made such a 

statement looking at a recently built model?  Even more daunting, the deep dark dread of masking and 

unmasking freshly applied layers of new paint which can be a very unnerving experience.  

      Hopefully this Tech-Tip article and Meeting Demo will help folks looking for ways and means of masking 

our models confidently. 

 First let’s look at the vast array of masking materials available to the hobby “Painter” these days: 

 Each masking material we’ll look at with an attempt to give a brief description of its adhesion potential, 

application(s), removal method and potential for lifting or damage to underlying new paint.  

 

     Most of us can get our hands on “standard” Paper Masking Tapes, Blue 3m Painters tapes, Green & Blue 3m 

Fine-Line low tack tapes,  several brands of low tack hobby masking tapes, Frog Tapes,  Lithographers “ruby-

lith” low tack transparent tape,  Wide roll adhesive backed masking sheeting like Tufbak or Frisket papers,  

Exotic masking material Parafilm-M,  and Liquid Masking films.   Along the way we will try to pass on a few 

tricks that have been found to help reduce wicking, bleeding, rough edges, lifting or peeling of new paint & 

what to do with heavy paint dam build-ups at color separations. 

 

 First suggestion for keeping our masking materials sharp and clean is to keep whatever masking 

tape rolls and sheets in closed zip-lock baggies suspended on a nail or peg-board rod to keep the 

edges of the rolls clean and damage free while not in use.   Try to use masking tapes and rolls on 

clean surfaces or placed on their storage bag.  Preventing damage, dings & dents along the edges of 

our rolls is often an overlooked but important consideration. 

  
Let’s begin with the beginnings.                           
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 Good Paper Masking Tape:  
     Time honored beige colored, strong adhesive backed paper masking tapes have been around almost as long 

as there have been house painters.  These thick heavy paper tapes were and are still used by house painters to 

mask off glass windows and other completely dry Gloss painted trim work.   Most have very aggressive (strong) 

adhesives intended to hold fast under Latex, and Acrylic water based paints.   This stuff is GREAT for painting 

6 foot letters on the side of a brick or concrete building, cutting in around glass window and most useful of all,  

securing model rocket motors in our models.  That said; this stuff is practically useless for any type fine 

masking job and will without doubt lift the best prepared newly applied underlying paint film and primer.  Best 

advise….Save the Paper Masking tape for Motor retention, window masking or for edging paper or other 

material used to cover large not to be painted areas.  It is worth having a few rolls around ¼” to 2” just for these 

purposes.   ½” x 36yd rolls are most useful for just about all mod-roc activities excluding paint masking that is. 

 

Friskit,Tufbak & other wide width masking Papers: 
 When covering the majority of the open area on large painting projects like Cars, Trucks, Buses, Trains 

& Aircraft there is always a need for some sort of low to medium tack adhesive backed “Cheap” masking 

product that has more contact area than tape edges papers or plastic film sheeting.  Tufbak and other wide 

format painter masking rolls fill this bill.   Most come in a variety of widths from 6” to 48” on rolls 150 to 

300feet long.    For our model rocket applications I’ve found a 13” wide roll has been of great value particularly 

where I want to hand knife shapes or lettering directly onto the model.  Tufbak is a Sign Supply product, 

Painters G/P masking Papers and Solvent Resistant masking papers are available from local Paint supply stores.    

Frisket paper is available in tablet size sheets and rolls from most art supply stores.   Frisket generally has a 

lower tack and less give so is limited to flat surfaces and cylinder covering.    These products work pretty much 

like paper masking tapes so edges must be sealed or overlapped on or under some other masking edge lining 

tape.   I’m sure many of us use plain old news or computer paper with an edge lined with paper masking tape to 

cover large open areas on our fins, nosecones & body tubes.  Tufbak just makes the job go a little faster.  

  

Blue & Green & Fine-Ling Painters Tape:  Next Step Up Improvement:   
Most of my Sign Painting lifetime has been spent using one of two 3m ¼”medium tack striping tapes.   

Back in the 60-70’s the only available masking tapes were Plain Paper and 3m’s Yellow lining tape.  Hand 

Lettering Sign Men for decades used the yellow lining tape to mark the top, bottom and serif lines on all layouts 

on pre-painted Sign Backgrounds and all types of vehicles.  Most of these substrates had been painted with high 

gloss enamels weeks or even months before being subjected to the pressures of Lettering.   3m Yellow lining 

tape was a moderately strong tack, thin cellophane backed tape with just a little stretch for lightly curved or very 

lightly compound curved surfaces.   Much care had to be taken with this yellow tape when used over newly 

painted metal or wood background panels to prevent or at least limit lifting of the new paint during removal.  It 

was eventually replaced by 3m #650 low tack clear cellophane tape.  Used much the same way but was a vast 

improvement on newly painted backgrounds.  If it’s still around it would be a good choice for modelers 

particularly in tight flat surface areas.   

     Around 1991 3m introduced a new tape specifically designed for Sign & Auto Striping called Fine-Line 

tape.  This was the next great improvement over both Yellow & 630 Lettering tapes.  These new more flexible 

though still not great on compound curved surfaces has a better non-wicking adhesive for hand lettering and pin 

striping vehicles.  Greenish and later bluish vinyl backed tapes are a bit thicker than the yellow cellophane tape 

with a far less aggressive adhesive while still sealing edges for most brush & spray paint applications.   We 

soon learned for safety to ensure the tape edges were sealed against wicking a very fine mist of Clear could be 

applied before lettering or striping preventing just about all wicking.   This Fine-Line Tape is still available at 

most Auto paint stores in widths from 1/8” to ¾”  Fine-Line Tape is very usable on our model rockets if the 

same procedure is followed.    For sharply curved or compound curved surfaces this is not the best choice as it 

will lift if not burnished down just before applying the clear coat sealer.   I still use this material on many 

standard and micro models as the Number Two masking material.              (2 



Fine-Line tapes can be used as a color break edging tape on most curved surfaces, doesn’t like 

compound curves or deep recesses.   Burnish down well just before paint application by brush or spray.  To 

remove particularly when used over less than week old base colors it is best to pick the started edge with 

tweezers or the point of a sharp knife then slowly peel back bending the tape 110° or so back over itself to 

reduce the chance of lifting or damage to the underlying fresh paint.  On really fresh paint I pull with the tape at 

nearly 180° to itself.  

 In the last few years 3m introduced a line of Blue Painters Tapes.  These tapes have a specially 

designed low tack adhesive for use with latex & water based house paints.  They work fine, though not nearly as 

well with Oil and/or solvent based paints and our Rattle Can spray paints.    Made of a treated paper they are a 

good bit thinner than conventional paper masking tape.  Applied they hold up well to heavy spray applications 

and can be sealed with clear as mentioned earlier.   They do still wick if not burnished down just before clear is 

applied and do not do well on curved or compound curved surfaces.    Coming in widths from ½” to 3” they are 

on the pricy side as a simple paint block cover but serve well in many hobby painting situations.  I recommend 

having a 1”, 1-1/2” and 3” roll kept in zip-lock bags when not in use. 

 Even newer to the market is Great Planes - EZMask, Flexible Masking Tape.  Available in 1/8” and 

¼” x 36yd rolls this tape is an inexpensive “Compound Curve Hugging” Paint masking tape. An Opaque Red 

paper low tack masking tape cuts and tears clean.  Removes easily without fear on newly painted surfaces and 

most important….at $2.99 per roll it’s a nice break from the more expensive masking materials while doing a 

GREAT JOB with little to no bleeding without the need for Clear between coats or colors.   Draw back if there 

is one is it is a bit thicker than some of the other newer Modeler Masking tapes leaving a thicker Paint dam to 

be removed later.  Used much like Fine-line tape this material is a good bit more flexible hugging sharp and 

compound curved & recesses very well.  Still has a tendency to lift if not burnished down well just before 

painting.  Its track record has been good for little to no wicking.   Highly recommend purchase and use of this 

product, like the other tapes keep in Zip-lock to preserve edges.    

Over the last few years there have been a host of specialty “hobby-store” masking materials.  Plastic 

model manufacturer Tamiya is offering Tamiya Masking Tape in several widths but in short 10m (32ft) long 

rolls.   This version of Fine-line Striping tape is a thin yellow translucent low tack paper backed tape.  Exhibits 

very good edge sealing if burnished down well just before painting or adding a light clear coat sealer. Using 

both 6mm and 10mm the last couple years in the handy refillable holder model finish results have been fair to 

very good.   

Care should be taken not to use this tape with hotter thinners and some Acrylic Enamels as the 

combination can soften the underlying paint and adhesive from the tape creating a somewhat problematic mess 

which required about a week and some elbow grease to correct.   With such Small rolls its fairly expensive stuff 

compared to Great Planes EXMask Flexible masking tape, but Tamiya does have the option of those very handy 

re-useable containers as well as refill tape rolls.  While the tape has its own container I still keep them in a zip-

loc as the bottom cutter opening could allow dust, debris & overspray to enter.    

Most hobby modelers will find Tamiya Tape very useful, recommend at least a roll of 6mm & 10mm 

with dispenser containers for your work bench. 
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Last in the True TAPE line comes a product designed for use by Latex House Painters.  Somewhat like 

3M blue Painters tapes this fairly new line has a water activated edge sealant built into the tape.  The material is 

named Frog Tape.     Original Frog Tape is Green, Medium Tack paper backed tape available in two widths. 

.94” & 1.88” (24mm & 48mm) both on 60yd (55M) rolls.  Original green Frog tape is great on wall and models 

that have been painted for more than a week or so.    Green is easily found at most Home Improvement and 

Paint stores.  They are not cheap .94” rolls @ 6.99, 1.88” rolls @ 9.99 still about the same as 3m Blue Painters 

tape with the non-bleeding edge advantage.   Use the same way you’d use Blue Painters Tape but can be cut and 

sliced into smaller sections and shapes to fit the desired area with less fear of lifting during painting.  

       Not as easily found is Yellow Frog Tape- Delicate Surface; this tape almost matches Tamiya tape in 

thinness and translucency.   Delicate Surface Yellow Frog Tape has the advantage of the same Paint-block edge 

locking chemistry which was intended for most water based & latex paints but does in fact work pretty well 

with brushed & rattle can applied spray enamels and lacquer paints. Yellow Frog Tape is a bit more expensive 

.94” rolls coming in from Amazon.com with shipping at 8.53/60yd roll and 11.44 for the 1.88” roll.   I’ve been 

pretty pleased with the sealing I’ve obtained with both Frog Tapes on most flat surfaces.  Not as good going 

around corners and over compound curves as either Tamiya or EXMask but better on edges then 3m Blue 

painter tapes.  Both Green and Yellow come in their own protective re-sealable plastic storage containers.  

  

 *Masking Tip: a small (6” x 6”) or larger piece of flat glass makes a very nice surface on which 

all masking materials can be cut, sliced and shaped without removing most of the tape’s original adhesive 

tack.  After cutting with a single edge razor or sharp X-Acto blade the strips or pieces can be lifted from 

the glass with tweezers or the tip of your knife.   Check with a local Glass Company; they often have 

small Plate glass “samples” that can be had for a buck or two, occasionally FREE.   Both Plate or Safety 

Laminated glass are fine for this purpose.  Picture frame glass will work but is a good bit more delicate.  

 

Lower Tack Lithographers Tapes: 
 Lithographer tapes are available in several widths and two colors Ruby-lith and Block-out black.  Most 

commonly use for lettering and masking is ¼” wide.  Both completely hide whatever is located under them 

during off-set litho applications and other light sensitive film masking.   For our paint masking purpose Ruby-

lith tapes are translucent allowing visual alignment with the underlying lines or features.   Both Ruby & Black 

have extremely low tack adhesives allowing them to be used on just about any substrate and day old painted 

surfaces.   On new paint ruby-lith has a tendency to transfer some of the Red to the fresh paint so extra care is 

required when used over light base colors.  Ruby-Lith tapes are on the expensive side (about 8-9 bucks per roll) 

but are wonderful for use in small overlaying pockets or changing panel colors or panel outlines.   

 

Parafilm-M: 
 When talking about masking material there is what I feel an under-used, less known product called   

PARAFILM-M.   Manufactured as a Laboratory Film by American National Can in Chicago, Parafilm-M is a 

stretch activated waxy sort of 2” wide material that does some incredible things on fine detail paint masking.  

The 2” wide roll can be cut into whatever size or shape small strips are needed to mask off tiny to medium size 

detail areas and patches.   

This Material has a fairly long learning curve.  One must experiment with this mask for awhile to get the hang 

of its 8 or 10 to 1 stretching character.  After initial stretching the piece or pieces must be allowed to “rest” for 

about a minute before they can be applied.   The Heat from the fingers makes the final sealing of this mask 

before painting with just about any kind of paint.   After lots and lots of experimenting with this mask some 

very successful multi color Camouflage paint patterns have been done with this masking medium using Latex, 

Acrylic Enamels, Water based poster paints, Rattle can Enamels, hand lettering enamels, spray Lacquers, 

Airbrush and rattle can Poly-Urethanes without a single problem.  Draw backs for this mask:  It is a pain to get 

used to using.  If stretched too thin it can snap ruining the cut piece before it ever gets to the project.  
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If left on more then an hour or so it can be trouble to remove until the paint has fully cured.   If left on too long, 

after about a week the super thin material can be carefully finger rubbed into rolling off the masked area(s).    

 I found this material at Micro Mark; it’s an odd material but if serious about super detailing, involved 

camouflage paint patterns or lots of differing body panel colors this stuff is most helpful. 

 

   
 

Last but not at all least on the masking list would be Masking Liquids: 

 Personally I like masking liquids while most modelers do not.  That could be because in the early Sign-

man days before computers all plastic faced illuminated signs had to be second surface painted with translucent 

paints which caused everything to be done in reverse.  To accomplish this, the entire inside face had to be 

masked with something that could be seen through as well as sealing out each overlaying color.   Hand knifing 

of these spray applied liquid masks was a must for every plastic shop sign man.   Today we have much the same 

suspended latex rubber masks in much smaller quantities available to the hobby painter.   I’m still a fan of 

Wyandotte Grip-Mask or Lacryl Spraylat liquid masks.   Unfortunately both are available in Gallon cans as the 

smallest put-up.   

Hobby Painters can find a couple of decent hobby grade liquid masks that are intended to be airbrushed 

on.   Yes I know I scared everyone by saying the bad word Airbrush.  Fear not folks the Airbrush is not really 

required once you realized liquid masks can be brush applied.  The trick is to get them on thick enough to dry 

down to a 3mil thickness required for easy removal.  Generally this means the coating needs to be applied to a 

wet thickness of at least 8-10mils (completely opaque while wet).   If after drying overnight…yes that’s the 

largest draw-back to liquid masks as they are all water based taking a long time to set up.    Once completely 

dry (over night) they will be a transparent blue film that cuts with the touch of a  sharp #11 X-Acto blade lifting 

cleanly to reveal the underlying area(s) to be painted.  The cut edges need no further sealing as they will remain 

firmly attached to the model until the seal is broken or film removed with the point of your knife.  Great for fine 

detail lettering, color change panels and other roll pattern & striping masking.  

 

 

 

 

A few examples of masking we’ve talked about and the importance of keeping your masking tapes clean 

and undamaged edges are shown on the next two pages.   Please note these examples were hastily prepared and 

as such are by no means the best one can expect.    

As with all techniques and new materials some experimentation and experience will improve the overall 

outcome.  Practice makes Permanent as we all know  
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Masking Storage & use: 

 
 

Delicate surface Frog Tape in use: 

 
 

Liquid Masking Application:  
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TufBak or Friskit Paper Stencil application: 
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